Company’s Data Loss Threat Foiled by OneDrive
for Business-Enabled Secure Backup Solution

CASE STUDY

“Microsoft One Drive for Business is the cloud of choice for our enterprise customers. Our secure
endpoint backup and recovery solution enables our customers to capitalize on the power of public
cloud to achieve secure, reliable, and scalable endpoint backup.” – Anand Prahlad, CEO, Parablu

• SITUATION
OFFICE 365 ISV:

Parablu, Inc.

WEB SITE: www.parablu.com

LOCATION: Santa Clara, CA, USA
ORG SIZE: 10-25 employees
MICROSOFT AZURE ISV PROFILE:
Parablu specializes in security and data
management solutions that make businesses
feel just as secure about their data in the
cloud as they do with their data on-premises.
By ensuring privacy, confidentiality and
security of digital assets, Parablu enables
enterprises to adopt cloud computing with
greater confidence.

Go-To-Market Services

A global IT services company faced a challenge – how to achieve reliable and secure backups of their employee
desktop and laptop computers spread across different geographies. They had allowed employees to be responsible
for their own backups and many were either not backing up at all, or were using external USB drives. The possibilities
for data loss and leakage were high. The company needed a centralized solution that wouldn’t slow people down.

• SOLUTION
Parablu’s BluVault, a cloud access security broker-enabled endpoint backup
and restore solution, met all the company’s requirements in terms of privacy,
security, reliability and scalability for a centralized backup solution. BluVault
works seamlessly with Microsoft OneDrive for Business cloud storage, which
is great for the company. Files and data are backed up without sacrificing
security and without disrupting normal workflow, allowing geographically
dispersed employees to stay productive working within the familiar
Microsoft Office 365 and OneDrive for Business user interfaces.

• BENEFITS
Backing up files and data to OneDrive for Business offers the enterprise
assurance that their digital assets are accessible, yet secure.
Leveraging OneDrive for Business reduces costs while enabling enterprises
to embrace the cloud with confidence.

